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Introduction.

The concept of an isomorphism between two groups was introduced by

Jordan in 1868. In the Comptes Rendus of that year, vol. 66, p. 836, he

defined an a, 1 isomorphism. Ten years later this concept was generalized

to that of an a, ß isomorphism by Capelli in the Giornali di Materna-

tiche, vol. 16, 1878, p. 33.
Every simple isomorphism of a group with itself may be looked upon as a

substitution that replaces each operator of the group by the operator that cor-

responds to it in this isomorphism. It was first observed by Holder f and

Moore •f that the totality of these substitutions forms a group. This group is

called the group of isomorphisms of the given group.

An isomorphism of a group with itself produced by making every operator of

G correspond to its transform with respect to some operator of G is called a

cogredient isomorphism. To the totality of cogredient isomorphisms of G cor-

responds an invariant subgroup of the group of isomorphisms of G. This sub-

group is called the group of cogredient isomorphisms of G. §

We define a Metabelian Group as a group whose group of cogredient iso-

morphisms is abelian.

The group of cogredient isomorphisms of a group G is simply isomorphic

with the quotient group of G with respect to the subgroup formed by the

invariant operators of G. || If G is metabelian this quotient group is abelian,

and therefore the commutators ^[ of (rare invariant. Conversely, if the commu-

tators of G are invariant, G is metabelian. ** Hence we could define a meta-

belian group as a group whose commutators are invariant.

* Presented to the Society August 25, December 28, 1899, and February 23, 1901, under

various titles.    Received for publication February 3, 1902.

f Holder, Mathematische Annalen, vol. 43 (1893), p. 314.

Î Mooke, Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 1 (1894), p. 61.

¡"¡Holdee, loc. cit., p. 314.

|| This is given implicitly by Holdee, loo. cit., pp. 329, 330.

fDEDEKlND, Mathematische Annalen, vol.48 (1897), p. 553.

** Milles, Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 4 (1898), pp. 137,

135.
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It follows from the definition that every subgroup (and likewise every quo-

tient group) of a metabelian group is either metabelian or abelian.

Let G' be the group of cogredient isomorphisms of a group G, and G" that

of G', and so on. f Then if the series G, G', G", ■■■ ends with identity, G

is the direct product of groups of orders p"1, p?/, • • •, p°f respectively, where

P'i P"2 " " ' P"n is the order of G and px, p2, ■ ■ ■, pn are distinct primes J.

Conversely, if G is the direct product of groups of orders p"1, pa2%, • • •, pln

respectively, it is evident that we shall arrive at identity by forming these suc-

cessive groups of cogredient isomorphisms. § In particular, a metabelian group

of order p"xlpa2 • ■ ■ p"n" is the direct product of groups of orders paxl, p^, • • •, p^"

respectively.

We shall designate by G ' the group of cogredient isomorphisms of the group

G. Whenever we speak of the operators of G corresponding to the operators

of G' we shall suppose that G and G' are arranged in an a,l isomorphism,

the a invariant operators of G corresponding to identity of G'.

A brief summary of the different sections follows.

In section 1 it is shown that certain abelian groups cannot be groups of

cogredient isomorphisms. In addition, some limitations on the order of the

group of cogredient isomorphisms under certain conditions are given, together

with some theorems on the order of the operators of the group of cogredient

isomorphisms. There is also a theorem on the order of an abelian subgroup

that is always contained in a metabelian group of order pm, where p is a prime.

The question of the order of the product of two operators of a metabelian

group is considered in section 2.

In the second edition of his Algebra, vol. 2, p. 133, Weber states, without

proof, that the product of two commutators is not necessarily a commutator.

It is the object of section 3 to show that there are certain metabelian groups

whose commutator subgroups contain operators that are not commutators.

The number of metabelian groups whose order is a given power of a prime

and whose invariant operators form cyclic groups is determined in section 4.

It is shown that this number depends only on the different orders of the inde-

pendent generators of the groups of cogredient isomorphisms and is independent

of the number of these generators.

In section 5 a similar, but somewhat more limited, investigation is made con-

cerning metabelian groups whose order is a given power of a prime and whose

invariant operators form a subgroup that is the direct product of two cyclic

groups of unequal orders, the commutator subgroup being contained in that one

of these cyclic subgroups which is of the greater order.

tCf. Ahrens, Leipziger Berichte, Mathematische-Physiche Klasse, vol. 49 (1897), pp.

616-626.
X Burnside, Theory of Groups of Finite Order, 1897, p. 115.
§Loewy, Mathematische An nal en, vol. 55 (1901), pp. 68, 69.
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Section 6 contains a discussion of groups that have metabelian groups of

cogredient isomorphisms. It is shown that there are certain metabelian groups

that cannot be groups of cogredient isomorphisms. Some of the theorems of

this section are similar to those of section 1. An application of the results of

this section is made to groups of orders pb and p6, where p is a prime.

I am indebted' to Professor Miller for helpful suggestions and criticisms in

the preparation of this paper.

§ 1. Abelian groups of cogredient isomorphisms.

It is known that G' cannot be cyclic nor the direct product of two cyclic

groups of different orders, and that if it is abelian it has no operator of order

greater than the order of the subgroup formed by the invariant operators of G*

Let H denote the subgroup formed by the invariant operators of G. Sup-

pose that G' is abelian with the independent generators A'x, A'2, • • • of orders

a[, a'2, ••• respectively. Let Ax, A2, ••■ be operators of G that correspond

respectively to A[, A'2, • • •.    Since G' is abelian, we have

A-XAX A. = h.Ax (j = 2, 3, • • ■ ),

where the h. are operators of H.    From this we get

At1 Ai A. = h°i,Ai = Ap.i   ^       j    i i

If now G is of order pm, where p is a prime, and we denote by a'n the great-

est of the orders d2, d3, ■ ■ ■, then A"* is commutative with every operator of G

and is accordingly contained in H. But.this is possible only if a\ is equal to,

or less than, a'. Therefore if G is metabelian of order pm, G' must have at

least two independent generators of the highest order.

Now a metabelian group G of order p"^pa2 ■ ■ -p",?, where px,p2, • • -, pn are

distinct primes, is the direct product of groups of orders p"xl, p"^, ■ ■ ■, p*n respec-

tively (see introduction), and G' is the direct product of the groups of cogredi-

ent isomorphisms of the respective factor groups.-)- Let A'x, A'2, ■■■, A'n be

operators of the highest order in the groups of cogredient isomorphisms of the

respective factor groups. Let these highest orders be p",,p"^, ■ ■ -,p¿> respec-

tively. From what has just been proved it follows that there are operators

B'x, P.', • • ■, B'n in these groups of cogredient isomorphisms of orders

PÍ1,PÍ-, •••>ir-

respectively that are independent of A[, A'2, ■ • -, A'n.    Therefore

Ai A'-.-A'    and    B'B'--B'
12 71 1 ¿ 71

* Miller, Comptes Rendus de l'Académie des Sciences, vol. 128 (1899), p. 229.

t Milles, Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 5 (.1899), p. 294.

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 38
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are two independent generators of G' of the highest order p^p^2 ■ ■ -pi",

and the order of every other independent generator of G' is a divisor of

Pi1 Pi1 ' ■ mPn"'    ^e nave proved therefore

Theorem I.—The group of cogredient isomorphisms of a group G cannot

be the direct product of cyclic groups whose orders are such that any one of

them is not a divisor of at least one of the others.

Now a[ is the least common multiple of the orders of h2, h3, • ■ •. But these

operators (the commutators formed by Ax and all the operators of G) form an

abelian group, and in any abelian group the least common multiple of the orders

of any operators is the order of some operator.* Therefore a[ is the order of a

commutator of G.    This result can be stated as follows :

Theorem II.—The order of every operator of the group of cogredient iso-

morphisms of a metabelian group G is the order of a commutator of G.

If G' is abelian the order of H is divisible by every prime factor of the

order of' G, and therefore if the order of G were not divisible by the cube of

a prime, G' would be cyclic. Hence, no group whose order is not divisible

by the cube of a prime can be metabelian.

The least common multiple of the orders of any operators of a group G that

is the direct product of groups whose orders are respectively powers of distinct

primes is the order of some operator of (r.-j- In particular, this is true of met-

abelian groups.

Theorem III.—If G is a metabelian group of order g and contains an

abelian subgroup of order g/p^p™ ■ ■ ■ p°?, where px, p2, • ■ -, p„ are distinct

primes, the order of every operator of G' is a divisor of p^p^f ■ ■ ■ p°?.

For, let Gx denote the abelian subgroup of G of order g/paxp2! ■ ■ ■ p°f and

G'x the subgroup of G' that corresponds to Gx. It may be assumed that Gx

contains H. If Ax is any operator of Gx that is not contained in II, it is com-

mutative with at least g/p^pl2 ■ • ■ p°? operators of G and therefore the number

of its conjugates in G is a divisor of p\lpf ■ ■ • p°X • The number of commuta-

tors of G formed by Ax and all the operators of G is therefore a divisor of

PTPT ' ' ' P°f • These commutators form a group. Therefore the order of the

operator of G'x that corresponds to Ax, that is, the order of any operator of G'x,

is a divisor of p["p22 ■ ■ • p^.

If ^42 is any operator of G that is not contained in Gx, then some power of

A2 of the form

2 '

where a[ ^ax, a'2 =la2, • • -, a'n^=an, is contained in Gx, since Gx, whose order

's 9IpVPI* - ' 'Pl"i an(l A2 generate a subgroup of G.    But if

* Frobenius and Stickelberger, Crelle's Journal, vol. 86 (1879), p. 234.

t The proof of this is similar to that given by Frobenius and Stickelberger, loc. cit., for

abelian groups.
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Ap*i*-**> mm A¡

then Ax is commutative with at least g/p^^p^*1 ■ • ■p°¿r'ln operators of G and

the number of its conjugates in G is a divisor of p\~a-ip2^~^ • • -pí»-*». The

order of the corresponding operator of G' is therefore a divisor of

Hence the order of every operator of G' is a divisor of p^p^ ■ ■ -p°¿, and the

theorem is proved.

If Gx is a maximum abelian subgroup of G, the order of G'x is divisible by

pxp2 ■ ■ -pn and contains no other prime factors besides px, p2, ■ • -, pn. If now

the order of Gx is g/pxp2 ■ ■ • pn, G' has an operator of order pxp2 ■ ■ -pn that is

not in G[ and that with G'x generates G'. If A3 is an operator of G that cor-

responds to this operator of G', A3 is not commutative with any operator of Gx

that is not in H. The commutators formed by A3 and two operators Ax and

-42 of Gx that correspond to different operators of G[ are distinct. The num-

ber of commutators of G is therefore equal to the order of G[. If the order of

G is g = gxp^pl2 ■ ■ -p°?, where ^ is not divisible by px,p2, • ■ -,p„, and if G' is

of order p\ip2z ■ ■ -p*", then the number of commutators of G is

The order of H is g^p^^p^-0-2 • ■ • PZ*~an •    Therefore

a.— d.^d.-l;     ■   d.^í(a.4-l) (f = 1, 3, • ••, n).
We have therefore

Theorem IV.—If G is a metabelian group of order g = gxpfp2^ ■ ■ -p^,

where px,p2, ■ • •, pn are distinct primes and gx is not divisible by px, p2, ■ • ■, pn,

and if G has a maximum abelian subgroup of order g/p,p2 • • -pn, then G' is

of order p\^p2' • ■ -pi", where

l<d.^l(a.4-l) (¿ = 1,2, •••,»).

Suppose that G has a maximum abelian subgroup of order

and that G' is of order p^^pf-1 ■ ■ -p°?~l. Consider the subgroup P' of G'

of order pf-1 (i = 1, 2, •••, n). Let P'x be the subgroup of P' that is con-

tained in Q"x. Now if any operator of G that corresponds to an operator of

P'x is commutative with every operator of G that corresponds to an operator of

P' it is contained in H. Also, an operator of G that corresponds to an opera-

tor of P' not in F[ cannot be commutative with every operator of G that cor-

responds to an operator of P[. Now P'x, considered as a substitution group on

the operators of the subgroup of G that corresponds to P', is of degree
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9iPiP* ' ■ Pî •■•!». — 9iPiPt ' ■ PT^ ■ • A
and has

(JiPiP2 ■ ■ -PT1 ■■Pn- 9iPiP2 ■ ■ -PT*^ ••P»

systems of intransitivity.    The total number of letters in P'x (considered as a

substitution group) is therefore *

Pt**-1 (gxpxp2 ■ ■ -p°i¡ ■■■pn- gxpxp2 ■ ■ -pï<-<■■■pn

- ffiPiP2 ■ --PTX • • • A + 9iPiP2 ■ ■ -PT*-1 ■■■Pn)-

Now any operator of G that corresponds to an operator of P'x has p. conju-

gates and is commutative with gxpxp2 ■ • ■pf~1 • • -pn operators of that subgroup

of G that corresponds to P'.    Therefore the total number of letters in P'x is

(p*-«;-i_ 1 ) (gxpxp2 ...p*c...pn- gxpxp2 .. .p^ ...pn),

and we have

PT*~X Í9iPiP2 ■ • • J»? ■ ■ -A- 9iPiP* ■ ■ -PT^ ■■■ Pn- 91P1P2 ■ ■ -PTX ; ■ A

A- 9iPiP2---PT^---Pn)

= iPT"'-1 - 1 ) (fl\AA ■ ■   PÍ '■■Pn- 9lPlp2 ■ ■ 'PT* ■••Pn)-
Therefore

«Í-*(«,-1).
Hence :

Theorem V. If G is a metabelian group of order g = gxpfpf ■ ■ -p°f, where

Pi > P2 ' ' ' ' ' A are distinct primes and gx is not divisible by px,p2, ■ ■ •, pn, and

if G has a maximum abelian subgroup of order gxpxl~aip22~a2 ■ ■ ■pn"~a", its

group of cogredient isomorphisms cannot be of order p°*~Yp™-~x • ■ -A"-1 unless

«;-i(f.-i) (i-i,2,...,»>
If G is any group of order pm, where p is a prime, it is known that it has an

abelian subgroup of order py, if

7(7-1)-Y~ < mA

If now G is a metabelian group, the minimum value of m in order that G

necessarily contain an abelian subgroup of order pi is less than this value when

7 > 3, as is shown in the following

Theorem VI.—If G is a metabelian group of order pm, where p is a prime

it contains an abelian subgroup of order py if

m>(7 + 3K7-1)_

♦Frobenius, Crelle's Journal, vol. 101 (1887), p. 287.

fMlLLER, Messenger of Mathematics, vol. 27 (1897-8;, p. 120.
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Suppose that G contains p°- invariant operators and that its commutator

subgroup is of order pß. Let Ax be a non-invariant operator of G. It has

no more than pß conjugates and is therefore invariant in a Gx of order pm~~'

that has at least p°-+l invariant operators. Any non-invariant operator A2 of

Gx is invariant in a G2 of order pm~2ß that has at least p°-+2 invariant operators.

By continuing this process, we see that Gy_a_x of order p^-^y-o.-^ß contains

py_1 invariant operators, if m — (y — a — l)ß>y — 1. In this case 6rv_a_i

contains an abelian subgroup of order pt. But m — (7 — a — 1 )/3 > 7 — 1,

if m > £( 7 + 3)(7 — 1), since ß ai a.  _

§ 2.   The order of the product of two operators of a metabelian group.

Let A and B be any two operators of a metabelian group G, so that

A-'BA = hB,       A~lB* A = hx B*,

where x is any integer.    Then

{AB)'mm &**-*> A*B*.

Suppose that A and B are of orders a and ß respectively, and let p be the

least common multiple of a and ß.    Then

(AB Y = hx^-VA^B» = Ä*"f"-«.

Now the order of A is a divisor of both a and ß. Therefore if a and ß are

both odd, or if they contain the factor 2 to different powers,

(ABy = l.

But if a and ß contain the factor 2 to the same power, we cannot conclude that

(ABy = l.
In this case, however,

(AB)2» = 1.

The operators A = bd, B = abcd-efg of the group (abcd)s(efg)cyc* may

be cited as two operators of a metabelian group the order of whose product is

twice the least common multiple of their orders.

Let 7 be the order of C = AB, and lety, ph, p° be the highest powers of p

(any prime) contained in a, ß, y respectively. Then since BC~l = A~l and

C~lA = B~l, it follows from the preceding that of the numbers a, b, c two

are equal and the third one less than, or equal to, the other two, except that in

the case p = 2 the third one may be one greater than the value of the other two.

Hence :

* For this notation see Cayley, Quarterly Journal of Mathematics, vol. 25 (1890-1),

p. 76.
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Theorem I.—If G is a metabelian group, the order y of the product of

any two of its operators A and B of orders a and ß respectively must be a

divisor of the least common multiple of a and ß, except that when a and ß

contain the same power of 2 as a factor, 7 is a divisor of twice the least com-

mon multiple of a and ß. Also 7 must be a multiple of the least common

multiple of a and ß', where a = 8a , ß = 8ß', 8 being the product of the

powers of all the prime factors that occur to the same power in a and ß,

except that, when one of the numbers a, ß contains the factor 2 to a power

one higher than the other one does, 7 is a multiple of one-half the least

common multiple of a  and ß'.

Corollary.—If a and ß are relatively prime, aß is the order of AB.

This follows from the fact that in this case A and B are commutative.

Corollary.—If G is a metabelian group of order pm, where p is an odd

prime, the order of the product of any two of its operators A and B, of orders

p"1 and p^ respectively ( », > n2),is pni. If p = 2, the order of AB must be

2"1, except that it may be 2"*' when nx = n2 + 1.

If G is an abelian group, the order of AB is a multiple of the least common

multiple of a' and ß', and a divisor of the least common multiple of a and ß.

Two commutative operators A and B can be chosen so that the order of AB is

any multiple of the least common multiple of a' and ß' that is also a divisor of

the least common multiple of a and ß.    For, take

A m axa2---as-bxb2---bs,-cxc2---cíl,,

where 8' is any divisor of ¿5, and

B = asas_x ■ ■ ■ a2'ax ■ dxd2- ■ • c?p,.

The order of AB is 8' times the least common multiple of a  and ß'.

Theorem II.—In a metabelian group G the order of the product of two

operators that correspond respectively to two independent operators of G' is a

multiple of the least common multiple of the orders of these operators of G'.

This follows from the fact that the order of the product of two independent

commutative operators is the least common multiple of the orders of the

operators.

Theorem III.—In a metabelian group G of order pm, where p is a prime,

the order of the product of two operators that correspond respectively to two

operators of G' of different orders is equal to, or greater than, the greater of

these orders.

This follows from the fact that the order of the product of two commutative

operators of orders _p"| and p"2 respectively, where nx > n2, is p"1.

Theorem IV.—If G is a metabelian group of order pm, where p is an odd
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prime, the pß power of all the operators form a group, pß being the highest

order of any commutator of G.

For if Apß = A,, and Bpß = h2, then

(AB)pß = hXpßipf-»A'ßB>ß = hxh2,

where A-lBA = hß.

§ 3.  The commutators of a metabelian group.

The commutator subgroup of a group is invariant in the group,* and in a

group of order pm an operator of order p cannot be transformed into one of its

own powers, except the first.f Hence, a group of order pm, where p is a

prime, is metabelian if its commutator subgroup is of order p.

If the commutator subgroup of a group G of order pm is of order pa and

contains a subgroup Hx of order pa_1 that is invariant in G, then G\HX is met.

abelian, since its commutator subgroup is of order p.

Let G be a metabelian group whose group of cogredient isomorphisms is

generated by three independent operators. Let Ax, A2, A3 be three operators

of G that correspond respectively to the three generators A[, A'2, A'3, of G'.

If
A~ AxA2=hxAx,        A~ AlA3=sh2A1,        A~ A2A3 = h3A2,

then hx, h2, h3 generate the commutator subgroup of G.    We proceed to prove

that every operator of this subgroup is a commutator.

This is done by showing that integral values of a,, a2, a3, bx, b2, 63 can be

found that will satisfy the relation

( A? Aa* Aa3*)~l ■ A1? A\*Ab3* ■ ( A«1 AfAf) = A«1 hf hfA^ AfA^

for all integral values of ax, a2, a3 taken modulo the orders of A,, A2, A3 respec-

tively.

Now

(A^A^A^y^-A^A^A^ (A^A^Af)
_ ¿a3S, ¿a3&l ¿-a,6, fcHfil fr-a^, ¿_a,¡í, ¿ bx ¿b, J^3 _

Hence the relation given above will be satisfied if the following equations are

satisfied

a2Ji - "i K — «p        aA -aA=a2,        aA ~ a2hi = <V

But integral values of a,, a2, a3, 6,, 62, 63 can always be found that satisfy

these equations.

*Milleb, Quarterly Journal of Mathematics, vol.28 (1896), p. 266.    Cf. Fbobe-

NIUS, Berliner Sitzungsberichte, 1896, p. 1348.

fFBOBENlus, loc. cit., 1895, p. 982.
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If hx, h2, h3 are not all distinct, or if any of them equal identity, the con-

clusion still holds.

Consider now a metabelian group G of order pm whose group of cogredient

isomorphisms is generated by four independent operators, A'x, A'2, A'3, A'4,

and let Ax, A2, A3, At be operators of G that correspond respectively to these

generators of G'.    Let

A2lAxA2= hxAx,        A3lAxA3 = h2Ax,        A-!AxAt= h3Ax,

■A-J A2A3 = htA2,        Ai A2A4= hbA2,        Aj A3Ai = h6A3.

We assume that it is possible that the hi (i = 1, 2, • • -, 6) be all different

from identity and independent.    We shall justify this assumption later.

Now the ht(i = 1, 2, • • -, 6) generate the commutator subgroup of G ; that

is, every commutator is obtained from A"1 A"22 Af A"^ and A\l A\* J.,3 Ahf-, where

ax, a2, a3, a4, and also 6,, 62, 63, 64 take all possible values modulo the orders

of A'x, A'2, A'3, A't respectively.

We have

( A\l A? A?/ A? )-1 A *» A\- Ab3* Ab¿ ( Aaxl A"* Aa3s A< )

_ Jl<^h—aib2jia3h—aihJi''ih—aibtJi«3h—<'2Hfi«ih—<tybifialh—a3''ijlh A^2 Ahs A1'*.

If now p"H is the order of h{, and k. is an integer (¿==1, 2, ••-, 6), then

h^hfh^h^h^h1^ is an operator of the commutator subgroup of G that is not a

commutator if integral values of at and 6. (i,j = 1,2, •••,4) cannot be found

to satisfy the following equations :

a26, — axb2 = a, + kxpmi, a36, — axb3 = a2 + k2p"12, aibx — ax64 = a3 + k3pms,

aA - a2b3 = ai A- kiPm*, a4b2 - a2b4 = a5 + k6pM*, a463 - a364 = a6 + k6pm°.

Such integral values cannot be found to satisfy these equations for all values

of a. (i = 1, 2, • • -, 6) ; e. g., for a. = 1. Therefore if a group exists that has

the properties assumed, the commutator subgroup of this group contains operators

that are not commutators. The group generated by the following operators is

such a group : *

hx = ac ■ bd, h2= eg ■ fh,        h3= ik- jl,

A4 = too ■ np,        hs = qsrt,        hß = uw ■ vx,

Ax= ac- eg -ik,        A2 = ab-cd- mo • qs,

A3 = ef-gh■ mn■ op■ uw, A^=. ij-kl■ qr■ st■ uv■ wx.

•* This group was constructed by Professor Miller.
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The order of this group is 1024. The commutator subgroup is of order 64.

It contains 36 commutators and 28 operators that are not commutators.

If A5 = A6 = 1, that is, if A4 is commutative with A2 and ^43, the commuta-

tor subgroup is unchanged except that A. and A6 are replaced by identity. Now

ASA4 is not a commutator in the original group. Moreover no commutator of

the original group reduces to A3A4 when A5 and he are replaced by identity.

Hence if there is a group with these properties, its commutator subgroup con-

tains operators that are not commutators. Such a group is generated by the

following operators :

hx = acbd,    A2 = eg ■ fh,    h3= ik- jl,    hi = mo ■ np,

Ax = ac-eg -ik,    A2=abcdmo,    A3= efgh-mnop,    Ax = ijkl.

The order of this group is 256. Its commutator subgroup is of order 16

and contains only 15 commutators.

§ 4.   Metabelian groups whose commutator subgroups are cyclic.

Let G be a metabelian group of order pm, where p is a prime. Suppose

that the commutator subgroup of G is cyclic of order pa and that Ax, A2, ■ ■ ■, An

are operators of G corresponding respectively to the independent generators of

G' that are of the highest order j>*>. No one of these, as Ax, can be commu-

tative with all the others, for in that case Ax would be invariant in the sub-

group of G corresponding to the subgroup of G' that is generated by the

generators of highest order in G'. Hence no commutator of highest order in

G could be formed by Ax and any operator of G. But such a commutator can

always be formed by Ax and some operator of G.

We may assume therefore that A\~1A2AX = hA2, where A is a commutator

of G of order pai. We can choose for ^á3, Ai, ■ ■ ■, An operators that are

commutative with Ay and A.,. For if A~lA3Ax = hxA3, hx must be a power

of h, say hx = A", since the commutator subgroup is cyclic.    Now

A-i-AÇ-°A3-Ax = AÇ-«A3^B3,

and we can take the operator B'3 of G' that corresponds to B3 as a generator

in place of A'3.    If A2lB3A2 = h2B3, then A2 = hh and

A^-A\-^B3-A2 = A'r^B3= C3.

In place of B'3 we can take C'3 as one of the independent generators of G'

of order pai. Both Ax and ^42 are commutative with C3. Similarly, if

At, • • -, An are not commutative with Ax and A2, we can choose in place of

them operators that are.    Of these we can find two whose commutator is of
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order p"1, and then choose all the others so that they are commutative with

these two and with Ax and A2. Proceeding in this way, we can arrange the

generators of G' of order pai in pairs. If there should be an odd number of

these generators, an operator of G corresponding to one of them would be com-

mutative with every operator of G that corresponds to an independent generator

of G' of order pai.    It has been shown that this is impossible.

By similar reasoning it can be shown that the independent generators of G'

can be so chosen that any operator of G corresponding to an independent gen-

erator of G' of any order is commutative with those operators of G that corre-

spond to the independent generators of G' of any higher order, and is not

commutative with all the operators of G that correspond to independent gen-

erators of G' of the same order.    We have therefore

Theorem I.—If the commutators of a metabelian group of order pm, where

p is a prime, form a cyclic group, the number of independent generators of any

given order of G' is even*

Consider a metabelian group G = {Q, Ax, A2) whose invariant operators

form the cyclic group ( Q } of order pa and whose group of cogredient isomor-

phisms is of order p2ß of the type (ß, ß).    We can assume that

Af^Af=Q"ß~i (i = o,i,2,--.,ß).
If i = 0, the relations

Af = Af = 1

define the same group as the relations just given.

There are accordingly no more than ß + 1 types of metabelian groups whose

invariant operators form a cyclic group of order pa and whose groups of cogre-

dient isomorphisms are of order p2ß of the type (ß, ß). These ß + 1 types

may be defined as follows :

Qp-.l,       Af-Af-Q**-*       (í = o,i,2,..-,/3),

A? A2AX= A2Q^ß ,        AXQ=QAX,        A2Q=QA2.

These relations in every case define a group, since substitution groups can be

constructed that satisfy them.    Moreover these groups are distinct.

If G is a metabelian group of order pm, where p is a prime, whose com-

mutator subgroup is cyclic and whose group of cogredient isomorphisms is of

the type ( ß, ß, • • •, with 2s terms), s being any positive integer, there always

exists a metabelian group of order pm+2& whose invariant operators are the same

as those of G and whose group of cogredient isomorphisms is of the type

(ß, ß, ■■ -, with 2s + 2 terms).    For, if G be represented as a regular substitu-

*Cf. Young, American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 15 (1893), p. 171; Burnside,

Theory of Groups of Finite Order, 1897, p. 68.
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tion group and Gx is the simply isomorphic group all of whose substitutions are

commutative with every substitution of G*, and if Ax and A2 are a pair of

generators of G such as are described in the preceding discussion, and Bx and

B2 the corresponding substitutions of Gx, — then G2 = { G, Bx, B2] is a meta-

belian group with the same invariant operators and the same commutators

that G has, and the group of cogredient isomorphisms of G2 is of the type

(ß, ß, • • -, with 2s + 2 terms). We have just shown that /3 + 1 metabelian

groups exist whose invariant operators form a cyclic group of order pa, a being

any positive integer, and whose groups of cogredient isomorphisms are of the

type (ß, ß), where ß ï= a. Therefore metabelian groups exist whose invariant

operators form a cyclic group of order p* and whose groups of cogredient iso-

morphisms are of the type (ß, ß, ■•• with 2s terms), s being any positive

integer.

Let G be such a group, and let Ax, A2; A3, At be two pairs of generators

such as have been described.    If

A? = Af = Qpß-\       A.f = Af = Qpß~j u>i),

A~ AXA2 = AxGf     ,        A~ A3At = A3QP     ,

AXA3 = A3AX,      AxAi = AÀAX,      A2A3 —A3A2,      A2At = AtA2,

then in place oí Ax, A2, A3, A4we can take the following :

Bx = A\-p^Ax,        B2 m A\-p"A2,        B3 m A3,

and, according as p is odd or even,

Bi m ATpß-pl"i+1Apß+"''i-lAt,

or

fí  = A~pß-p'^+1 Apß +ri~i-1 A" A

where
x(l 4-pa-ß+s-1) m pa-ß+J-i(moapa-'ß+^).

Either of these pairs generates with { Q} a group that is simply isomorphic

with {Q, A3, At}.    Also Bx and B2 axe commutative with B3 and Bt, and

B2'BXB2 = BxQ^~ß,     m B:'B3Bi = B3Qp-ß.

Therefore the subgroups generated by { Q} and the respective pairs of gen-

erators may be assumed to be all of one type and we have

Theorem II.—Ihere are exactly ß + 1 groups of order p«- + 2ßs. where p is

a prime, a, ß, and s positive integers, and ß == a, whose invariant operators

*Joedan, Journal de l'Ecole Polytechnique, vol. 22 (1861), p. 153.
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form a cyclic group of order pa and whose groups of cogredient isomorphisms

are abelian of the type
( ß, ß, • ■ • with 2s terms ) .*

Suppose that the invariant operators of a group G form a cyclic group { Q }

of order pa, where p is a prime, and that G1 is abelian of the type

(a,, ax, ••• with 2s, terms ; a2, a2, ■ ■ • with 2s2 terms ; • • • ;

a , a , ■ ■ -, with 2s   terms),
71  ' 71  7 7 7t J,

where ot, < a2 < • ■ • < an_x < a i ;g a. We know that there are a. + 1 meta-

belian groups whose invariant operators form a cyclic group of order pa and

whose groups of cogredient isomorphisms are of the type

(a., a., ■ ■ ■ with 2st. terms) ( i = l, 2, ■ • •, n ).

We shall represent these a¿ + 1 groups by the symbols

We write down the following scheme in which the groups of the i-th. column

are the ex. + 1 groups whose groups of cogredient isomorphisms are of the type

(a., a., ■ ■ ■ with 2si terms):

"0, 1 '      "0, 2 ,     ' ' ' ,      " 0, i '     '   ' ' '      "0, n

"1,H      ^»1,25     "''i      W"l,il     '''i      "1 n

"«1. 1 '    ^"ai , 2 ,   ' ' ' ,      '^ai , i »   ' ' ' '      "ai , 1

O',, ,21   ' ' ' ,      "a» , i '   ' ' ' ,      "as , !

"a;, i '   ' ' ' '      "aj, n

G.

All the groups in this scheme have the same invariant operators, but no two

of the groups have any non-invariant operators in common.    The groups in the

*This result does not agree with that obtained by Burnside, loc. cit., p. 69.    For the case

3= 1, see Young, loo. cit., pp. 168-177.
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jth row (j = 1,2, ■ ■ -, C-.+1 ) contain operators of order p^+i-1 but none of higher

order.* Any group G whose invariant operators form a cyclic group of order

pa and whose group of cogredient isomorphisms is abelian of the type given

above can be generated by groups in this scheme, one group being taken from

each column. Any group generated in this way is of the type under considera-

tion. It is assumed that all the operators of any group in any column of this

scheme are commutative with all the operators of all the groups contained in all

the other columns.

We now consider how many distinct groups can be obtained in this way ;

that is, how many distinct groups are contained in the scheme

i       *v 1 ' *2,2'    '■*'    "*,»/'

where i. = 0,1, 2, • • •, a , and j =1, 2, ■ ■ -, n.

In the first place, Gt ¡ and Gk ¡, where k < * and l~> j, generate the same

group as G'ij and G{j ¡. For if A is an operator of order pa+i in Gt , cor-

responding to an independent generator of G\ , of order pa', and B is an

operator of order pa+k in Gk¡ t corresponding to an independent generator of

Gk< i of order pai, then AB is an operator of { Gi¡} , Gk¡,} of order pa+i and

corresponds to an operator of order pai in the group of cogredient isomor-

phisms of { Git ,, Gki , } . This latter may be taken as one of the independent

generators of order pai of this group of cogredient isomorphisms.

We can take for B in turn operators of order pa+k corresponding respectively

to the independent generators of order pa' of G'ki ¡, and each time we get an

operator of [Gttj, Gk¡l} of order joII+i corresponding to an independent gener-

ator of the group of cogredient isomorphisms of { G( ¡, Grk t } of order pai.

Therefore {G{J, GKl] = {GtJ, GtJ}.

Suppose now that A is an operator of order pa+i in GtJ corresponding to an

independent generator of G'¡ ¡ of order pa-¡, and that B is an operator of order

pa+i+x jn Gi+X¡ k corresponding to an independent generator of G'i+X k of order

2)"k, where k>j. Then ABpa,,~a' corresponds to an operator of order pa-> in the

group of cogredient isomorphisms of {GtJ, Gi+X¡k}. This maybe taken as

one of the independent generators of order pa> in this group of cogredient iso-

morphisms. Now B^"^ is of order ^«+¿+^-«*+«J and the order of ABpa"~'ls is

pa+i+x-ak+a¿^ jf x^ a^_ a      j(. f0n0Ws5 therefore, if x> ak — a., that

X^iJ,   "r«*+I,*j    —    X^i+x-iat-aj),],   tri + x,k}-

Hence in order to get all the distinct groups in the scheme

{&il,l,    Gu,2,    ■ ■ -,    G~in,n]

*If p = 2, Go,n contains operators of order p°-+l■ Some of the statements in the following

argument would have to be modified to cover this case, but the final result, as stated in Theorem

III, is the same whether p is even or odd.
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we need to combine with Gix¡x only ax+x — ax + 1 groups of the type Gt   ]X+X

namely, those for which

0 < i ,, — i  sa,, — a .
x+l X X+l X

Therefore the number of distinct groups in the scheme under consideration is

equal to, or less than,

(ax+l)(a2-ax + l)...(an-an_x + l).

Now, these groups are all distinct, since any two must differ in at least one of

the components, say that one contains Git ¡ and that the other contains Gilt ¡,

where i' > i; and the one has no operator of order greater than pa+i correspond-

ing to an independent generator of order p°* in the group of cogredient isomor-

phisms, while the other has such an operator of order pa+i'.

The relations under consideration always define a group since substitution

groups can be constructed that satisfy these relations. We can therefore enun-

ciate the following

Theorem III.— The number of metabelian groups whose invariant operators

form a cyclic group of order pa, where p is a prime, and whose groups of

cogredient isomorphisms are of order p¡¡<.«i<,¡+w+.- •■ +«.««) of the type

(a,, a,, • • • with 2s, terms, a2, a2, • ■ ■ with 2s2 terms, • • -,

a„, an, ... with 2sn terms),

where   atj < a2 < • • • < an_x <an^ a,   and   sx, s2, • ■ • sn   are  any   positive

integers, is

( «i + i) te-«i + i) ••■(«„-«„-! +1)-

§ 5.    Metabelian groups whose invariant operators form a group that is the

direct product of two cyclic groups.

We shall now consider the number of metabelian groups of order pm, p being

a prime, whose invariant operators form a subgroup that is the direct product of

two cyclic groups of orders pai and pa*- respectively, and whose groups of cogre-

dient isomorphisms are of order p2ß and of type (ß, ß).    It is assumed that

ax — ß^a2,    ß^a2,

and that the commutator subgroup is contained in the cyclic subgroup of order

p"1 formed by invariant operators.

The subgroup H formed by the invariant operators has the independent gen-

erators Q, R, of orders pai and p™ respectively.    The entire group G is gen-
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erated by H, A, B, where A and B are operators of G corresponding to inde-

pendent generators of G' of order pß . We can always choose A and B so that

Apß is contained in { Q } and Bpß is not contained in { Q } , unless Bpß = Apß .

Therefore all the groups under consideration can be represented by the symbol

kGiiJ(k = 0,\,2,-..,ß;i = 0,l,p,p2,...,pß^;j=0,l,p,p2,...,p°°-i).

The subscript k, at the left, indicates that Apß = Qpß , and the subscripts

i,j, at the right indicate that Bpß = Q{RJ.    If i>pß~l, we can take

Bx == Q-**" B

for B. Then Bf = RJ. If £ = 0, we have ^4pS = Qpß. This gives the

group in which Apß = 1, since if we take Ax m Q_1A for A, then Apß = 1.

When j = 0, we may take i = pß~k.

These relations in every case define a group, since substitution groups can be

constructed that satisfy them.

We have now to consider how many distinct groups are represented by

kGi, ..    The following identities can be established :

hGi:J = kG0tj, when        pß~h s i s p*-1, j > 0;

a_fc

hGii} m „Gitj, when        P~1~ ̂  K-, i > 0, j > 0;

0GplJ = ß_i G0iQ,        when J^P1;

jpß-k ^

kGitJ = k'G0J,, when        i=pß~k', j' = £-t-, i zzj.

By considering the orders of their operators it can be shown that those

groups are distinct for which the following relations hold :

~- < =t-,        when i>0,       j>0,        k>0;

i <pß~'c, when        j > 0 ;

j < i,        when i > 0,        j > 0 ;

i = pß~k,        & > 0,         or ¿ = A; = 0,         when        ^' = 0 .

It follows from the above that there is no other distinct group kGitJ. The

number of groups k G{¡ ¡ satisfying these relations is

N-ß 1 1  | a2(5 + 3/3 + 3a2ff-2^
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We can state this result as follows :

Theorem I.—There are

a2(5 + 3/3 + 3a2/3-2«2)
PÏ-1-T- - 6

metabelian groups of orderpai + a2+2ß , where p is a prime, ax — ß 5: a2, ß 5: a2,

whose groups of cogredient isomorphisms are of order p2ß and of the type (ß, ß),

and whose invariant operators form a group that is the direct product of an

operator of order pai and one of order pa2, the commutators being powers of

the operator of order pai.

§ 6.   Groups that have metabelian groups of cogredient isomorphisms.

If we form the group of cogredient isomorphisms G' of any group G, then

the group of cogredient isomorphisms G" oî G', and so on, we finally come

either to identity or to a group that has no invariant operators except identity,

and that is therefore simply isomorphic with its group of cogredient isomor-

phisms. In this section the groups for which this process leads to identity are

classified according to the number of these successive groups of cogredient iso-

morphisms. Thus, abelian groups are of the first class ; metabelian groups are

of the second class ; and groups that have metabelian groups of cogredient iso-

morphisms are of the third class.

Let G be a group of the third class. If the order of G is p^1 p"22 • ■ ■ pln,

where px, p2, • ■ ■, pn are distinct primes, G is the direct product of groups of

orders p"1, _p22, ••-,!#' respectively (see introduction). The class of each of

these factor groups is not greater than 3. Every subgroup (and likewise every

quotient group) of G is of the first, second, or third class. If a group is the

direct product of factor groups whose orders are powers of distinct primes, and

if the order of the group is not divisible by the fourth power of a prime, every

one of these factor groups is of the first or second class, and the group itself is

of the first or second class. Hence the order of every group of the third class

is divisible by the fourth power of a prime.

Since a metabelian group is characterized by the property that all of its

commutators are invariant ( see introduction ), it follows that a group of the

third class is characterized by the property that those of its commutators formed

by any of its commutators and any operator of the group are invariant.

If G is a group of the nth class and if A is an operator of G that corres-

ponds to an invariant operator of G', then A~XCA = Ch, C being any

operator of G, and A an invariant commutator of G. If oc is the order of

the operator of G' that corresponds to A, then A~aCAa = Cha = C. If now

Cruns through all the operators of G, A will run through a set of invariant

commutators of G and a will be the order of some one of these.     Hence the
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order of every invariant operator of G' is the order of some invariant com-

mutator of G.

If t is any non-invariant commutator of a group G of the third class, and if

B~1CB= Ct, B~HB=th, then B~ß CBß = Ctßh-^ß^\ If ß is the order
of the operator of G' that corresponds to B, then tßhy*ß<-ß~l) = 1, and if the

order of G (and hence ß), is odd, then tß = 1. We have therefore proved

the following:

Theorem I.—If G is a group of the third class, of odd order, the order

of every commutator of G is the order of some operator of G'.

If the order of G is even, the order of any commutator is at most twice the

order of some operator of G'.

Let G be a group of the third class, of odd order,and let A. (i = 1, 2, • • •, n)

be operators of G that correspond respectively to the generators A\ of G'.

Also let A~XA.A, = A.t., A\-Jt.A, = t.h., and let ß. be the order of t.. Then

A~ß>A.Aß> —A.. Therefore if p is the least common multiple of the

ß.(j = 2,3, ■■■,n),Alx is commutative with every operator of G ; moreover,^! f',

where p <C p, is not commutative with every operator of G. We have therefore

Theorem II.—If G is a group of the third class, of odd order, the order

of every operator of G' is the order of a commutator of G.

In proving this theorem we assumed that in a group of the third class, of

odd order, the least common multiple of the orders of any commutators is the

order of a commutator. This is evidently the case in any group whose order is

a power of a prime. Suppose now that G is a group of the third class of

order p^p"^ ■ ■ -pi", where px, p2, • • -, pn are distinct odd primes. It is the

direct product of groups Gx, G2, • • ■, Gn of orders p"1, p22, • ■ -, p^ respec-

tively, and G' is the direct product of G[, G'2, • ■ -, G'n*

If G' has an operator of order p"xip"2* • ■ ■ py, then G\ has an operator of

order p'U(i = 1, 2, • • •, n). Therefore Gi contains a commutator of order

pi'. If we take such a commutator from each of the n factors groups and

form their product, we shall get a commutator of G of order p'^p'/f ■ • ■ p"».

If the order of G is even, the order of any operator of G' is either the order

of some commutator of G, or twice the order of some commutator of G.

In general, if G is of the nth class, the least common multiple of the orders

of any of its operators is the order of some operator.f

Theorem III.—A metabelian group G', of odd order, having a set of

generators such that the order of one of them is not a divisor of the least com-

mon multiple of the orders of all the others, cannot be a group of cogredient

isomorphisms.

* Miller, Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 5 (1899), p. 294.

fThe proof of this is similar to that given by Frobenius and Stickelberger, Crelle's

Journal, vol. 86 (1879), p. 234, for operators of an abelian group.

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 23.
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Let A{ (i = 1, 2, • • -, n) be operators of G that correspond respectively to

the generators A\ of G'.    Let a. be the order of A\.    Then

A\-"A{A« - Ai (¿=2,3, •••,»).

If p is the least common multiple of a2, a3, • • ■, an, we have

At» A .A? = A..iii t

Therefore A f is invariant in G, and a. is a divisor of p.

Corollary.—If G' is of order pa, where p is an odd prime, it must have

at least two generators of the highest order.

That the theorem does not hold for groups of even order is seen in the groups

of order 16 of the third class. The group of cogredient isomorphisms of such a

group is the non-quaternion group of order 8. This group is generated by an

operator of order 4 and one of order 2. The more general statement of the

theorem is as follows:

A metabelian group G' having a set of generators such that the order of

any one of them is not a divisor of twice the least common multiple of the orders

of all the others cannot be a group of cogredient isomorphisms.

If a group G' has a set of generators such that some operator A' (other

than identity) of G' is a power of every one of these generators, G' cannot be

a group of cogredient isomorphisms. For, if it could, the operators of G that

correspond to A' would be invariant in G. In particular, no Hamiltonian

group can be a group of cogredient isomorphisms. *

Hence if G is of the third class, of odd order, and has a cyclic commutator

subgroup, G' must have invariant operators besides its commutators. For if

it had no invariant operators besides its commutators, one of these commutators

would be a power of every generator of G'. It follows from this that a group

of order p* cannot have a cyclic commutator subgroup of order p2 if p is an

odd prime.

Theorem IV.—If the commutator subgroup of a group G of 'order pa is of

order pß, where p is a prime, the class of G is equal to, or less than, ß + 1.

For if G is non-abelian and all its commutators are invariant, it is of the

second class. If only 1/p of the operators of the commutator subgroup are

invariant, G is of the third class. Therefore, if the commutator subgroup of

G is of order p2, G belongs to the second or third class. If now G' belongs

to the class j, where j =s i, its commutator subgroup being of order pi_1, it fol-

lows that the class of any group having G' for its group of cogredient isomor-

phisms is equal to, or less than, i + 1, and that the order of its commutator

*Milleb, Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 6 ( 1900 ),

p. 339.
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subgroup is equal to, or greater than, p*. It has just been shown that this

supposition holds when i = 3.    Therefore it holds for all values of i.

Theorem V.—If G is a group of the third class of order pa, where p is a

prime, and G' has a cyclic commutator subgroup, then the group of cogredient

isomorphisms G" of G' has just two independent generators.*

Since G' is metabelian and has a cyclic commutator subgroup, G" must have

an even number of independent generators. We shall show that there cannot

be four of these generators and an obvious extension of the same argument will

show that there cannot be any even number of them greater than two.

Let the four independent generators of G" be A", B", C", D"; and let A',

B', C', D' be operators of G' that correspond respectively to these, while

operators of G that correspond to A', B', C, D' are represented by A, B, C,

D respectively. Let ht(i=l, 2, ■■ •) represent the invariant operators of G,

t a commutator of G that corresponds to a generator of the cyclic commutator

subgroup of G', and & (j = 1, 2, • • • ) operators of G that correspond to the

invariant operators of G' that are not commutators (if there be such operators).

Let p'" be the order of the commutator subgroup of G'. Two of the indepen-

dent generators of G", say C" and D", will then be of order pm, and the other

two, A" and B", will be of order pm~ß, where 0 si /3<to. Now, the com-

mutator of G' formed by A' and B' is of order pm~ß, and that formed by C

and D' is of order pm. Every operator of G' that corresponds to the sub-

group of G" generated by C" and D" is commutative with A' and B'; like-

wise every operator of G' that corresponds to the subgroup of G" generated

by A" and B" is commutative with C and D'.    Therefore

D-XBD = Bhx,        D-XCD= Cth2,        C~XB C = Bh3.
Hence

( Cfh2 )-xBhx ( Cth2 ) = Bhxh3,

and t is commutative with B. It can be shown in a similar way that t is com-

mutative with k. and A ; also that tp is commutative with C, and D.

Therefore tP is invariant in G. But this cannot be the case since ß < to .

The supposition that G" has four independent generators leads therefore to a

contradiction.

Theorem VI.—In any group G the operators that correspond to the invari-

ant operators of G' are commutative with all the commutators of G.

Let t be any commutator of G and let Ax and A2 be so chosen that

A2 AXA2 = Axt.

If k is any operator of G that corresponds to an invariant operator of G ', then

* For a special case of this theorem, see Young, loc. cit., p. 178.
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k-lAxk=Axhx,        k-lA2k = Afi2,

where hx and A2 are invariant operators of G.

Therefore

(kh2i)-1Axt(kh-') = Axthl,

and k is commutative with t.

We shall now prove that there is one, and only one, group G of order p5,

where p is an odd prime, that has a cyclic commutator subgroup of order p2.

Such a group could not be abelian or metabelian. It must therefore be of the

third class. Also G' must be of order »4 of the type (1,1)(1,1). It cannot

have one generator of order greater than the orders of all the others, and it

must contain an operator of order p2, sin ce G contains a commutator of order

p2. There is only one metabelian group of order p4 that satisfies these condi-

tions.*    It is generated by the operators A' and B', where

A'p2=l,        B"" = l,        B'~1A'B' = A'1+P.

Let t be a commutator of G of order p2, and let A and B be operators of G

that correspond respectively to A' and B' of G'. We may assume that A'

has been so chosen that

A'mmt,        B»* = tbp,        B-lAB=-Al+ap,        as\=0 (moo\.p).

If 6 = 0, these relations define a group. If 0<6<», let Bx = BA~b.

Then Bf = ( BA~b y2 = WA-*** = 1. The group { A, B} is identical with

the group {A, Bx).    This is the same as the one obtained when 6 = 0.

This group is not found in the published list of groups of order p5.f This

list contains two groups of order 35 and one of order p5 (p> 3 ), whose com-

mutator subgroups are cyclic of order p2. It follows from Theorem III that

these three groups do not exist.

Suppose that G is a group of order p6 that has a cyclic commutator subgroup

of order p3, p being an odd prime. Such a group must he of the fourth class

and its group of cogredient isomorphisms must be of order p5 and must have a

cyclic commutator subgroup of order p2. We have just seen that there is only

one such group. But it cannot be a group of cogredient isomorphisms since it

is generated by an operator of order p3 and one of order p2. Hence, ¿Aere is

no group of order p6 that has a cyclic commutator subgroup of order p3, p

being an odd prime.

* Young, loc. cit., p. 147 ; Holdes, Mathematische Annalen, vol. 43 (1893), pp. 409,

410.

t Bagneea, Ann ali di Matemática, series III, vol. 1 (1898), pp. 137-228. It is given

by Bubnside, Theory of Groups of Finite Order, 1897, p. 79.
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If G is a group of the fourth class whose order is not divisible by 2 or 3,

and if Ax and A2 are any two operators of G then

A2 AXA2 = Axtx,
and

ai(ai—1)       ai(ai-l) (ai-2)       ai(ai-l) (ai~2)

A-^AxA^ = Axt\H2   2    hx      2's      h2      2'3      ,
where

-^2    ^1-^2^ ^1^2' -^2    ^2^2 = ^2^1' 'l    ^2 'l == *2 ^2 '

A, and ä2 being invariant operators of G.

If i? is of the fifth class, we have

ai(ai-l)     ai(ai-l) («l—2)       ai(ai-l) (ai-2)       ai(a1-lKai-2) (ai~3)

ArAxA? = AxtTt2   2    i3      2'3       hx      ^    ~h2        2'^ ,

where

A2  l'2Ji2= t2t3,        tx  t2tx = t2hx,        A2  t3A2= t3h2.

Now, if a, is the order of the operator of G' that corresponds to Ax, then

the orders of tx, t2, t3, hx, h2 are all divisors of a,. Hence in a group G of

the fourth or fifth class whose order is not divisible by 2 or 3, an operator A,

that corresponds to an operator of G' of order ax is commutative with the a,

power of every operator of G.

From this follows

Theorem VII.—A group G' of the third or fourth class whose order is

not divisible by 2 or 3 cannot be a group of cogredient isomorphisms if it

has a set of generators such that the order of one of them is not a divisor of

the least common multiple of the orders of all the others.

Cornell University, June, 1901.


